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    The LMS built for success 
  Build a smarter organization with the training platform designed to help great teams grow

Sign up



 
 
 
 
     Come for the training, stay for the experience
An intuitive interface means training feels right from the very first click. And with easy access on any device, learners jump in anytime, anywhere. Feel good introducing a tool that people actually use.
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 Ready to go, right out of the box
Skip the months-long setup times that cause your training programs to just fizzle out. Create new courses with a few simple clicks, add users, and go live by the end of the day.
 

  Matches your style, speaks their language
Teams embrace training when it’s relevant. Personalize their experience to match your branding and localize to your users’ languages for training that feels like it’s built just for them.
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See the platform


70,000+ teams 
find training success with TalentLMS
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What success sounds like


We needed a platform that was ready for deployment, rather than building something from scratch. Within a week, we had TalentLMS up and running and developed about 10 courses. That helped our teams respond to the sudden changes in the market.CORIN BIRCHALL|[image: Roland]







The beauty of TalentLMS is that we just need to invite new users. And without even telling them how to use it, they log in and immediately know what to do and how to do it. We train 1800 people in the blink of an eye. It’s awesome!LADISLAV VIGH|[image: formlabs-logo-talentlms]







Before TalentLMS, we would send an email and hope everyone figures it out. Now we can ensure every person has taken the training. It’s as simple as that.LUCAS WEBER|[image: nosto@2x]







The TalentLMS platform is intuitive and quick to set up allowing our teams around the world to access up-to-date courses without the need to install software. And it’s mobile friendly, allowing our ‘remote’ sales representatives to gain knowledge and training on a more regular basis.CAROLINE WATSON|[image: delonghi@2x]







••••


For every team and every use
Deliver the same great training experience for any scenario and every team – whether they’re your employees, customers, or partners.
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Onboarding training
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     Jump right in with
ready-made courses
Start growing your teams immediately with access to a growing library of ready-made courses covering all the soft skills they need for success at work.

Meet TalentLibraryTM
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   We’re here
to help
Got questions? Our experts are with you each step of the way to help you reach your training goals and increase your chances of success.
Learn more
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TalentLMS is recognized across the board
by independent software review sites as an eLearning industry leader.
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Start building
a smarter organization


              Domain name              
   .talentlms.com 
 
  
    Email  
   
    Get started   *No credit card required 
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   Rely on quality and security best practices
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  Discover Epignosis software
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